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May 14, 2013 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  

We have ten tiny birders from South Dakota ready to go! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Hello, everyone! Welcome to the Critter Cam discussion! I’m glad we are able to chat this 

afternoon. There are 360 people here for your classroom session! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
For everyone else – Mrs. Preheim’s kindergarten class is in South Dakota. They know a lot about 

birds! You should see the list Mrs. Preheim sent me – they played the “Bird Naming 

Game” the other week and the students had a HUGE list of bird names that they knew! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Mrs. Preheim’s class received a Buddy adoption for their classroom, so they have many 

questions about Buddy. 

 

 
 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
They all shouted "Buddy!" when they saw his photo! 

 

Comment:  

Hi Class. Congratulations on your Birding skills! I bet Buddy is impressed. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Feel free to fire away with questions, Mrs. Preheim, whenever you are ready! 
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Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
These kids are crazy about birds and they can name over 200 species{as a group}. It is so fun 

teaching them about birds and nature! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Or maybe we should ask YOU guys all about birds! They sound like a group of avid birders! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Okay! We see birds taking a bath in the birdbath, but does Buddy take a bath? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Yes, Buddy loves his bath time! He regularly hops in the tub to splash around! 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Cool! They are really laughing about that!! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
If he was in SD today, he'd been in the tub because it is almost 100 degrees outside! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Wow! It's been so chilly here in Virginia, that's hard to imagine! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
If it were that hot, he'd definitely be in the tub ... and this is what comes after tub-time (or on hot 

afternoons) ... 
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Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
How does Buddy drink water? Does he drink like a Mourning Dove or does he tip his head back 

like other birds? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Good question. Buddy does love his water. But Mourning Doves (and pigeons) are pretty special 

in that they can lean over and start drinking – sort of like they have a straw in their throat! 

Many other birds, like Buddy, have to lean over and get a little water in their mouths, and 

then stand up and let the water trickle back down their throats. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Tyson said, "He dries off like Double-crested Cormorants!" 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Cormorants are pretty cool birds! 

 

Comment:  

What incredibly smart kids!! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Yes, we had some at our town lake and they have been a favorite bird ever since. We think they 

look cool! Rowan wants to know if Buddy will get married someday? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
No marriage for Buddy ... since he is a non-releasable eagle, he'll stay here with us and will help 

us teach people -- for the rest of his life! It's an important job. 

 

In the wild, when Bald Eagles are about five years old, they are considered adults. At that time, 

they will look for a mate. I’m not sure how they figure out who they’d like to meet, I 

guess only the eagles know what makes another eagle a good mate! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Does he only eat meat? Or...would he eat a cookie, if you gave him one? 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Buddy only eats meat, so I don't he would eat a cookie. He might peck at it just to figure out 

what it is, but then once he realized it wasn’t his type of food, he probably wouldn’t eat 

it. He might like to play with it though – Buddy is very curious! 

 

He definitely likes his rats, mice, and fish the best! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
We saw that Buddy had his Hatching Day. Did you do anything special for him? Did he have a 

bird-day cake made of meat? Ha! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
We were the ones lucky enough to get cake on his birthday -- several kinds of cake! Buddy 

actually got a nice tasty fish for his Birthday dinner -- and for a job well done on his 

program that happened on his hatch-day! 
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Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Cool cake! You are making us hungry! Barb...they want to know if you made the cake! :)These 

k-kids are curious like Buddy. They ask me a lot of questions and that's why they know 

so much! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
They certainly seem to remember a lot! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
We have a couple of questions for them as well -- 

 

Comment:  

Mrs P does your class have a favorite bird? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
They love Bald Eagles and owls, but there very favorite bird may be the Painted Bunting! uh-

oh...now they are arguing over their favorite bird! 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
More than one favorite is okay! 

 

Comment:  

Very smart class! 

 

Comment:  

These children are very intelligent and sound mature. Impressive.... 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Lazuli Bunting, Peregrine Falcon, Gyrfalcon, Semipalmated Plover, American Avocet... 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Oh my. I don't know about some of those birds! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
You better come to kindergarten next year and I will teach you about them. :) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
You will appreciate this then -- Dr. Dave just went on a big birding trip -- to a special island off 

the coast of Texas. He said he saw "14 lifers". 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
I'm wondering if you guys know about any of these: 

 

Mottled Duck 

White-tailed Kite 

Snowy Plover 

Wilson's Plover 

Eurasian Curlew 

Long-billed Dowitcher 

Inca Dove 

Black-billed Cuckoo 

Cape May Warbler 

Bay-breasted Warbler 

Seaside Sparrow 

Painted Bunting 

Dickcissel 

 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Oooh, and you guys already talked about the Painted Bunting! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Wow! That is cool! They started clapping when they heard Painted Bunting! 
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Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Did you know that we were filmed last week for a show called, "Adventures with Birdman"? It 

will be on PBS in the fall. On the show we are mist-netting with an ornithologist and we 

went birding too. He also filmed us back at the classroom. We showed him our bird book 

that we published and showed him our nest boxes that we built for our lake. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
That's very exciting! We'll all have to watch for the show in the fall! 

 

Comment:  

Mrs. Preheim's class---just this afternoon I put out my Baltimore Oriole feeder and within 2 

minutes I had a an Oriole at the feeder. Does the class know what color Baltimore Orioles 

are and what do they like to eat/drink? 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
They said, "That's easy! They eat jelly and maybe peanut butter {Huh?} and they are black and 

orange. We saw one on our field trip to the lake last Friday. The filming was pretty 

exciting! The Birdman, Timothy Barksdale, was very nice to us. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
That's exciting that you saw one while birding! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
When we mist-netted we caught: a Common Yellowthroat, a Yellow-rumped Warbler, a big 

American Robin and a teeny, tiny Ruby-crowned Kinglet. It was SO fun!! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
That's great! Those are some fairly unique birds (well, not the robins :)) 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
I'm wondering if you've ever seen one of these: 
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Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
They knew it was a Yellow-billed Cuckoo,but only this teacher has seen it. We will be watching 

for its arrival in early June. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Seven of the kids said that the Baltimore Oriole was a life bird for them. They report life birds 

nearly every morning now since migration has been in full force. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Wow! I can hardly imagine how long their life list will be by the time they get to college ... they 

are starting early! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Critter Nation can keep asking questions of you guys, I'm sure -- they are fascinated with the 

young birders! But don't let us prevent you from asking any more Buddy questions (or 

other wildlife questions) if you have them. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
I don't think any of them are listing however, but it would be cool to have kept a life list from 

back when we were 6 years old. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Is Buddy getting used to being around people now? Did he behave for Jack Hanna? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Yes, Buddy is coming along well. He did very well at the Jack Hanna reception, and did well the 

next weekend at a big outdoor festival too -- Raina gets him out every day and he spends 

time with her at her desk. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
The kids want me to have Buddy come here and hang out at my desk. I wonder what he would 

think of busy-body kindergarteners?! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
He would probably be highly entertained! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
Someone told me to ask you about the apple core story. What's up with that? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Oh sure! The "message of the apple core" is at the heart of many of our programs, in which we 

talk about "critters don't need litter". 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
More and more people (hopefully!) know that litter is bad -- so when your driving along down 

the road, you keep your trash inside your vehicle. But ... sometimes people don't really 
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think about throwing the biodegradable stuff outside of their windows -- the apple cores, 

banana peels, etc. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
They think that because they are throwing food out the window -- it will break down ... or 

something will come along and eat it. 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
and the problem with that is -- that's right! Something WILL come along and eat it. But if you're 

throwing it right outside the car ... 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
... you're just setting up a road-side buffet, and that can be very dangerous! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Many animals may come and eat that food -- opossums ... mice ... other small mammals ... which 

can then tempt the predators to come close to the road (owls ... hawks ...) and, if any of 

those animals are hit by cars -- well, then the scavengers are drawn to the roadside -- the 

vultures, even eagles! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
So it can be a big vicious cycle ... but can be prevented by not littering -- not even things like 

apple cores. 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
That makes sense. Thanks for bringing that to our attention. I will be sure to teach about that 

from now on as well. We go around town and pick up trash occasionally and we don't 

like litter at all! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Thanks for whomever brought up the "prompt"! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
How about what to do if you see a turtle crossing the road? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Ah -- simple fix! If you can safely pull over, you can help the turtle cross the road -- in the 

direction that it's headed. It's as simple as that! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Turtles have pretty small home ranges, so they do need to remain in that same area -- so, picking 

up the turtle and taking it 20 miles down the road to a "better place" actually wouldn't be 

better for the turtle. They are homebodies -- they like to stay at home! 
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Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
That is very interesting! I didn't know that. I learn something new every day! Well, I'm afraid 

that these little birders are getting antsy and recess is on the horizon. Do you have 

anything else to share? 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Thank you guys so much for the session -- it's been great talking to you! Let me share another 

Buddy photo with you -- and you guys have fun at recess! 

 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Oh! I nearly forgot -- I was going to share something with the rest of our viewers! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
I thought I’d share some artwork with everyone – Mrs. Preheim showed me that two of you 

wrote about Buddy in your journals a few weeks ago. 
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Comment:  

That for the terrific class Mrs. Preheim's kids~ Keep On Birding! 

 

Comment:  

Birders and artists--what a great combination! These students rock!! 

 

Comment:  

Fantastic class!!! 

 

Comment from Mrs. Preheim:  
This was fun! Thank you for sharing your time and knowledge with us! I will put a link on our 

kindergarten blog, so the parents can read this discussion. Have a great day! 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV: 
Happy birding! 

 

Comment:  

Nice pic of Raina feeding Buddy too! 
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